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Correction of The First Term Exam in Research Methodology 

 

Activity One : Put  ‘’True’’ or ‘’False’’ in the blank specified.                                                  (5 pts) 

1. The final report where a discussion of findings and limitations is presented is the easiest part  in 

research.     …………F……….. 

2. Examples of research limitations include the researcher’s poor choice of the topic   ………… F ………….. 

3. If some of the research questions were not answered, then the final report must not explain and reflect 

on the reasons why this is the case.       ………… F ………….. 

4. Reporting research is just about describing the research journey ; i.e the process and outcomes. …… F … 

5. Visual presentations of research do not aid in the dissemination of its outcomes and value. ………… F …… 
 

Activity Two : Complete the following sentences with the most appropriate words.        (5 pts) 

1. The most basic distinction between types of data is that some data are ……qualitative….. while other 
data are ………quantitative….. 

2. Once the researcher has determined a research topic, the next step in the scientific process is to conduct 
a ……literature review.….. 

3. A research is feasible especially when it is ………researchable…and relevant. 

4. A well developed, concise, clear……statement.. of an issue introduces the reader to the importance of a 
specific problem. 

Activity Three : Fill in the gaps below so that the paragraph makes sense.                          (10 pts) 

     Data collection is an important part of carrying out ……research... The way data is collected and 

processed differs based on whether it is ……primary.. data or ……secondary….. data, which is dependent on 

the researcher. 

     The first type is data originated for the first time by the researcher through direct efforts and 

experience, specifically for the purpose of addressing his research problem. It is also known as first hand or 

raw data.  

     The second type, however, implies …second-hand….information which is already collected and recorded 

by any person other than the user for a purpose, not relating to the current research …problem…..  

                                                                                                                                                                  Good Luck, 

Pr. Ramdane MEHIRI 
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